Abstract. A version of the tangential LS category [7] is introduced for topological laminations with a transverse invariant measure. Here, we use the transverse measure of the contraction of a tangential categorical open set instead of counting this set. This new measured category is invariant by leafwise homotopy equivalences preserving the transverse measures, and the condition of being zero or positive is a transverse invariant. The usual tangential LS category is also bounded by the number of certain critical sets. It is also proved that the measured category is semicontinuous when the foliated structure and the transverse invariant measure varies on a fixed manifold, which is a version of a result of W. Singhof and E. Vogt for the tangential category [23] .
Introduction
The LS category is a homotopy invariant given by the minimum number of open subsets contractible within a topological space needed to cover it. It was introduced by L. Lusternik and L. Schnirelmann in the 1930's in the setting of variational problems. Many variations of this invariant has been given. In particular, E. Macías and H. Colman introduced a tangential version for foliations, where they use leafwise contractions to transversals [6, 7] . In this paper, we define another version of the tangential category where a transverse invariant measure is used to "count" the number of those open sets by measuring their leafwise deformations to transversals. It will be computed in many examples, and important results of the classical LS category are adapted to our setting.
The measured category is the infimum in the sums of the measures of deformations of open sets covering the lamination. It satisfies versions of some of the classical results of the LS category, like the cohomological lower bound by the length of the cup product, and the upper bounds given by the dimension or the number of critical points. For this last result, we work with Hilbert laminations (providing a general background for "foliated" variational problems); indeed, we get two results of that type: on the one hand, the tangential LS category of Macías-Colman is a lower bound for the number of critical sets of a differentiable function, where the critical sets are defined by using the leafwise gradient flow of a function, and, on the other hand, the measured LS category is a lower bound for the measure of the set of leafwise critical points (the critical points of the restrictions of the function to the leaves). The measured category is a lower semicontinuous map in the space of foliations with transverse invariant measure on a compact manifold, which is a version of a result for the tangential category [23] . Finally, when the ambient space is compact, it is proved that the condition on the measured LS category to be zero or positive is a transverse invariant.
The measured category takes value zero easily (Corollary 5.3). We compute it in the case of foliations by compact leaves providing, a setting where it can be useful.
Definition and first properties of the topological Λ-category
We refer to [5] for the basic notion and definitions about laminations, foliated chart, foliated atlas, holonomy pseudogroup and transverse invariant measure. They are recalled here in order to fix notations.
A Polish space is a second countable and complete metrizable space. Let X be a Polish space. A foliated chart in X is a pair (U, ϕ) such that U is an open subset of X and ϕ : U → B n × S is an homeomorphism, where B n is an open ball of R n and S is a Polish space. The sets B n × { * } are called the plaques of the chart, and the sets of the form ϕ −1 ({ * } × S) are called the associated transversals. The map U → S is called the projection associated to (U, ϕ). A foliated atlas is a family of foliated charts, {(U i , ϕ i )} i∈I , that covers X and the change of coordinates between the charts preserves the plaques; i.e., they are locally of the form ϕ i • ϕ −1 j (x, s) = (f ij (x, s), g ij (s)); these maps g ij form the holonomy cocycle associated to the foliated atlas. A lamination F on X is a maximal foliated atlas satisfying the above hypothesis. The plaques of the foliated charts of a maximal foliated atlas form a base of a finer topology of X, called the leaf topology. The connected components of the leaf topology are called the leaves of the foliation. The dimension of the lamination is the dimension of the plaques when all of them are open sets of the same Euclidean space.
A foliated atlas, U = {(U i , ϕ i )} i∈N , is called regular if it satisfies the following properties:
(a) It is locally finite.
(b) If a plaque P of any foliated chart (U i , ϕ i ) meets another foliated chart (U j , ϕ j ), then P ∩ U j is contained in only one plaque of (U j , ϕ j ). (c) If U i ∩U j = ∅, then there exists a foliated chart (V, ψ) such that U i ∪U j ⊂ V , ϕ i = ψ| Ui and ϕ j = ψ| Uj . Any topological lamination admits a regular foliated atlas, also we can assume that all the charts are locally compact. For a regular foliated atlas U = {(U i , ϕ i )} i∈N with ϕ i : U i → B i,n × S i , the maps g ij generate a pseudogroup on i S i . Holonomy pseudogroups defined by different foliated atlases are equivalent in the sense of [13] , and the corresponding equivalence class is called the holonomy pseudogroup of the lamination; it contains all the information about its transverse dynamics. A transversal T is a topological set of X so that, for every foliated chart, (U, ϕ), the corresponding projection restricts to a local homeomorphism U ∩ T → S. A transversal is said to be complete if it meets every leaf. On any complete transversal, there is a representative of the holonomy psudogroup which is equivalent to the representative defined by any foliated atlas via the projection maps defined by its charts. A transverse invariant measure is a measure on the space of any representative of the holonomy psudogroup invariant by its local transformations; in particular, it can be given as a measure on a complete transversal invariant by the corresponding representative of the holonomy pseudogroup. A transverse set is a measurable set that meets each leaf in a countable set. Any transverse invariant measure can be extended to all transverse sets so that they become invariant by measurable transformations that keep each point in the same leaf [8] .
Observe that a measure is regular if the measure of a set B is the infimum of the measures of the open sets containing it and the supremum of the measures of compact sets contained in B. Note that measures in the conditions of the Riesz representation theorem are regular, so it is not a very restrictive condition on measures.
Remark 2.1. Observe that the tangential model of the charts could be changed in order to give a more general notion of lamination: instead of taking open balls of R n as B n , we could take connected and locally contractible Polish spaces or separable Hilbert spaces. Also, it is possible to define the notion of C r foliated structure by assuming that the tangential part of changes of coordinates are C r , with the leafwise derivatives of order ≤ r depending continuously on the transverse coordinates. We can speak about regular atlases in Hilbert laminations but we cannot assume that its foliated charts are locally compact.
Let us recall the definition of tangential category [6, 7] . A lamination (X, F ) induces a foliated measurable structure F U in each open set U . The space U × R admits an obvious foliated structure F U×R whose leaves are products of leaves of F U and R. Let (Y, G) be another measurable lamination. A foliated map H : F U×R → G is called a tangential homotopy, and it is said that the maps H(·, 0) and H(·, 1) are tangentially homotopic. We use the term tangential deformation when G = F and H(−, 0) is the inclusion map of U . A deformation such that H(−, 1) is constant on the leaves of F U is called a tangential contraction or an F -contraction; in this case, U is called a tangentially categorical or F -categorical open set. The tangential category is the lowest number of categorical open sets that cover the measurable lamination. On one leaf foliations, this definition agrees with the classical category. The category of F is denoted by Cat(F ). It is clear that it is a tangential homotopy invariant. Now, we introduce the relative category that will be useful for further applications. Definition 2.2. Let U ⊂ X be an open subset. The relative category of U , Cat(U, F ), is the minimum number of F -categorical open sets in X that cover U .
Proposition 2.4 (Subadditivity of the relative category). Let {U i } i∈N be a countable family of open subsets of X. Then
The following result is about the structure of a tangentially categorical open set.
Lemma 2.5 (Singhof-Vogt [23] ). Let F be a foliation of dimension m and codimension n on a manifold M , let U be an F -categorical open set, let x ∈ U , let D ⊂ U be a transverse manifold of dimension n, and suppose that x belongs to the interior of D. Then there exists a neighborhood E of x in D such that any leaf of F U meets E in at most one point.
Observe that this lemma extends to the case of Hilbert laminations with the same proof. Hence, if the ambient space is separable, the final step of a tangential contraction is a countable union of local transversals of the foliation. Therefore it can be measured by a transverse invariant measure.
Let Λ be a transverse invariant measure for F and let U be a tangentially categorical open set. Define
Then the Λ-category of (F , Λ) is defined as
where U runs in the coverings of X by F -categorical open sets. If the homotopies used in this definition are required to be C r on leaves with the leafwise derivatives of order ≤ r depending continuously on the transverse coordinates, then the term C r Λ-category is used, with the notation Cat r (F , Λ). Observe that, for one leaf laminations with the transverse invariant measure given by the counting measure, the measured category agrees with the classical LS category.
Remark 2.6. The map τ Λ can be extended to any open set and tangential deformation. This is possible if we extend the transverse invariant measure to an ambient measure. For this purpose, we can use the coherent extension introduced in [18] . This measure is, roughly speaking, the integration of the counting measure in the leaves with respect to the transverse invariant measure. With this extension of τ , the following holds: if Λ is positive in non-empty open local transversals, then
The first property of the Λ-category that we prove is its homotopy invariance. A tangential homotopy equivalence h from F to G induces a canonical bijection between the sets of transverse invariant measures on G and F , which holds since h induces an equivalence between the holonomy pseudogroups [2] . For any tranverse invariant measurer Λ of G, let h * Λ denote the transverse invariant measure in F induced by Λ and h. From now on, any tangential homotopy equivalence between laminations with transverse invariant measures is assumed to be compatible with the measures in the above sense. Proof. Let h : (F , Λ) → (G, ∆) be a tangential homotopy equivalence, and let g be a homotopy inverse of h. Let {U n } (n ∈ N) be a covering of Y by open sets. Then {h −1 (U n )} is a covering of X by open sets. We will prove that τ Λ (h −1 (U n )) ≤ τ ∆ (U n ) for all n ∈ N. Let H n be a tangential contraction on each U n , and let F be a tangential homotopy connecting the identity map and g • h. Let
is a tangential contraction. Lemma 2.7 yields
. The inverse inequality is analogous.
The above proposition has an obvious C r version.
Definition 2.9. Let (X, F, Λ) be a lamination with a transverse invariant measure. A null-transverse set is a transverse set B such that Λ(B) = 0.
The following propositions are elementary.
Proposition 2.10. Let (X, F , Λ) be a lamination with a transverse invariant measure, and let B be a null-transverse set. Then Cat(F , Λ) can be computed by using only coverings of X \ sat(B) by open sets in X, where sat(B) denotes the saturation of B in F . If B is saturated and closed, then Cat(F , Λ) = Cat(F X\B , Λ X\B ).
Proof. Let {U n } n∈N be a tangential open covering of F and let H n be tangential contractions for each U n . Hence T n = H n (U × {1}) are transverse sets and n T n meets all leaves. Therefore
, and Λ is holonomy invariant.
Let M be a manifold, S a locally compact Polish space, h : π 1 (M ) → Homeo(S) a homomorphism, and Λ a measure on S invariant by h(π 1 (M )). Then the quotient space, M × h S, of M × S, by the relation (x, s) ∼ (g −1 x, h(g)(s)), g ∈ π 1 (M ) is called the suspension of the homomorphism h, where M is the universal covering space of M . The suspension has a structure of lamination whose leaves are covering spaces of M , and Λ is a transverse invariant measure. Proposition 2.14. Let {U n } (n ∈ N) be a covering by saturated open sets of (X, F, Λ). Then Cat(F , Λ) ≤ n Cat(F Un , Λ Un ). Here, the equality holds if {U n } is a partition. Definition 2.15. Let (F , Λ) be a lamination with transverse invariant measure, the relative Λ-category of U is defined by 
Now, we explain an important lemma that allows us to cut tangentially categorical open sets into small ones, in order to compute the Λ-category when the measure is finite on compact sets. In this process, a null transverse set is generated, but we know that this kind of set can be removed in the computation of Λ-category.
Lemma 2.18. Let (F , Λ) be a lamination with a transverse invariant measure that is finite on compact sets. Let h : S → T ′ be a holonomy map defined on a locally compact domain that can be extended to a neighborhood W of S. Then there exists an open neighborhood T of S where h is defined and such that Λ(∂T ) = 0.
Proof. Let d be a metric on W that induces its topology. For each ǫ > 0, let
There exists δ > 0 such that S δ ⊂ W . The boundaries ∂S ε are disjoint. If all of them have nontrivial Λ-measure, then
where the last equality follows from the fact that any non-countable sum of positive numbers is infinite. But Λ(S) is finite since Λ is finite on compact sets.
Lemma 2.19. Let (F , Λ) be a lamination with a transverse invariant measure that is finite on compact sets. Let U be a tangentially categorical open set and let T be a complete transversal. Then there exist a partition {F, U n } n∈N of U such that F is a closed and null transverse set, each U n is open, and there exists a tangential homotopy
Proof. Let G be a tangential contraction of U . By Lemma 2.5, H(U × {1}) = S is a countable union of transversals. Therefore there exist a countable covering of S, S = i S i , by transversals such that, for each i ∈ N, there exists a holonomy map h i with domain S i and image contained in T (since T is a complete transversal). Each
Of course, K is closed in S and it is null transverse since K ⊂ i ∂S i . Finally, we obtain the partition by taking U n = H(−, 1) −1 (T n ) and
The tangential contraction H for n U n is defined as follows:
The way to define deformations used in the above prove will be useful in other sections of this work. This idea is specified by defining the following homotopy operation.
Definition 2.20. Let H : X × R → Y and G : Z × R → Y be tangential deformations (hence it is supposed that X, Z ⊂ Y , and H(−, 0) and G(−, 0) are inclusion maps) such that H(X ×{1}) ⊂ Z. Then let H * G be the the tangential deformation of X defined by:
Λ-category of compact-Hausdorff laminations
In this section, we compute the Λ-category of a lamination (X, F ) with all leaves compact and Hausdorff leaf space. Suppose that Λ is finite on compact sets.
In this setting, there is a nice description for the local dynamics [11] . For a leaf L, there exists a (topological) transversal such that there is an open foliated embedding of a suspension
an action defining the holonomy of L, with finite orbits and Hausdorff orbit space. A tranversal satisfying these conditions for some leaf will be called a slice. We omit i L in the notations for the sake of simplicity. The set of saturations of slices is a base of the saturated topology where the open sets of this topology is the saturation of open sets.
For compact laminations, it is also true that a transverse invariant measure induces a measure in the leaf space, which is defined in the following way. For each measurable subset B ⊂ X/F, there exists a transverse set T ⊂ X such that π(T ) = B and π T : T → B is a Borel isomorphism, where π : X → X/F is the canonical projection. Let Λ F (B) = Λ(T ), which does not depend on the choice of such T [10, 24, 20] , and defines a measure Λ F on X/F. Remark 3.1. If Λ is finite on compact sets, then, for any σ-compact set K in a transversal, we have
This means that Λ is externally regular on σ-compact sets.
Proof. Consequence of Lemma 2.18 and the fact that, according to notation of Lemma 2.18, there exists an slice U L for each L ∈ F and δ > 0 (depending on L) such that U ε L is an slice for 0 < ε < δ. Theorem 3.3. Let (X, F , Λ) be a lamination with all leaves compact, Hausdorff leaf space, and a transverse invariant measure that is finite on compact sets. Then
Proof. Let {B 0 = X, . . . , B α , B α+1 , . . . } be the Epstein filtration of (X, F ) [12] ; it is defined by transfinite induction: B 0 \B 1 is the set of leaves with trivial holonomy, which is open and dense in X, and B α is the set of leaves with non-trivial holonomy in β<α B β . This filtration is always countable, even though it may involve infinite ordinals α. We obtain a partition of X given by the sets F α = B α \ B α+1 , which are laminations with all leaves compact, trivial holonomy and dense in B α . Forgetting the correspondence between the inclusion relation on the family {B α } and the order of the indices α, we can change the indices of the family {F α } to denote it
are homeomorphic to each other. Property (i) is given by the local compactness. Properties (ii) and (iii) are consequences of the external regularity on σ-compact sets, and property (iv) follows from the continuity of every volume map on F i (see [11] for details). By the Lindelöff property, there exist leaves
The families {A 
Then, by Proposition 2.12 and using the dimensional upper bound of the LS category of manifolds, we get
The positivity or nullity of the Λ-category is a transverse invariant
In this section, we show that the positivity or nullity of the Λ-category depends only on the holonomy pseudogroup and the transverse invariant measure; in fact, it can be considered as a property of pseudogroups with invariant measures, which is preserved by (measure preserving) equivalences of pseudogroups. We refer to [13, 25] for the basic notions on pseudogroups. We recall here the definition of pseudogroup of homeomorphisms, equivalence of pseudogroups, and a definition of a good set of generators. Then we define the Λ-category of pseudogroups with invariant measures, showing that its nullity or positivity is preserved by (measure preserving) equivalences of pseudogroups, and it gives a lower bound for the Λ-category of foliations when the holonomy pseudogroup is considered.
First of all, we recall a result of the theory of topological dimension due to Milnor (see e.g. [14] ), which will be useful in the following sections of the paper. Pseudogroups are generalizations of groups of transformations (or actions, or dynamical systems), and the most basic dynamical concepts have obvious versions for pseudogroups: orbits, saturated sets, etc. The restriction of a pseudogroup Γ on T to an open subset U ⊂ T is the pseudogroup that consists of all elements of Γ whose domain and image is contained in T . We suppose for the rest of the section that T is a paracompact space of finite topological dimension and Γ is finitely generated. 
in this case, Γ and Γ ′ are said to be equivalent . The existence of an equivalence between Γ and Γ ′ is equivalent to the existence of a pseudogroup Γ ′′ on T ⊔ T ′ such that T and T ′ meet all Γ ′′ -orbits, and the restrictions of Γ ′′ to T and T ′ are Γ and Γ ′ .
Definition 4.4. Let S be a symmetric set of generators of Γ. For each n ∈ N, let S n denote the set of compositions of n elements in S, and let
Let Λ be a Γ-invariant measure on T .
Definition 4.5. The Λ-category of a pseudogroup with an invariant measure, (T, Γ, Λ), and a symmetric set of generators S is defined as
where U runs in the collection of open coverings of T by deformable sets, and h U ≡ (h 
Corollary 4.7. The nullity or positivity of Cat(Γ, Λ, S) is independent of the choice of S.
Proof. By Proposition 4.6, we have a characterization of Cat(F , Λ, S) by a condition on the measure of open sets that meet all orbits, which does not depend on the choice of generators.
According to Corollary 4.7, instead of Cat(H, Λ, S), the notation Cat(Γ, Λ) will be for the conditions Cat(Γ, Λ) = 0 or Cat(Γ, Λ) > 0, which makes sense without any reference to the system of generators.
Corollary 4.8. If Λ is a regular measure, then the Λ-category of finitely generated pseudogroups on paracompact spaces of finite topological dimension is invariant by measure preserving equivalences.
Proof. From the regularity of the measures, it easily follows that the existence of an open subset meeting all orbits with arbitrarily small measure is invariant by measure preserving psudogroup equivalences. So the result follows from Proposition 4.6.
Consider a foliated manifold (M, F ) with a transverse invariant measure Λ, and let Γ denote its holonomy pseudogroup acting on a complete transversal T associated to a regular foliated atlas U of F . A symmetric set of generators, E U , is given by all holonomy maps induced by any non-empty intersection of a pair of charts in U.
Proposition 4.9. Let Λ be a measure that is finite on compact sets and Γ-invariant on T . Then Cat(Γ, Λ, E U ) ≤ Cat(F , Λ).
Proof. Let { U n | n ∈ N } be a covering of M by tangentially categorical open sets and H n : U n × R → F be tangential deformations such that n Λ(H(U i × {1})) < Cat(F , Λ) + ε. Without loss of generality, we can suppose that H n (U n × {1}) ⊂ T by using Lemma 2.19. Hence { U n ∩ T | n ∈ N } is a covering of T and H n (−, 1) :
Remark 4.10. In Proposition 4.9, the reverse inequality does not hold in general, as shown by the following simple example. Consider a one compact leaf foliation; for instance, S 1 . A complete transversal is given by one point z ∈ S 1 , and the corresponding holonomy pseudogroup is Γ = {id}. Choose the transverse invariant measure Λ given by Λ({z}) = 1. Then Cat(Γ, Λ) = 1, whilst Cat(S 1 , Λ) = Cat(S 1 ) = 2. Proof. Let U = {U n } ∈ N be a regular foliated atlas, and let T j be a transversal associated to each foliated chart U j ∈ U . For δ > 0, let {V k } k∈N be an open covering of T and let
By Proposition 4.1, there exists a refinement B of the covering {sat j (T j ∩ V k )} j,k such that any point in M is contained in at most m + 1 sets in B, and there exists some point meeting m+1 sets in B. We can take B so that it can be subdivided into m + 1 families B 0 , . . . Corollary 4.13. The nullity or positivity of the Λ-category of a foliated manifold of finite dimension with a regular transverse invariant measure Λ, which is finite on compact sets, is an invariant of the holonomy pseudogroup and the transverse invariant measure.
Dimensional upper bound
A topological version of the dimensional upper bound for the tangential category is given in this section. The classical result due to W. Singhof and E. Vogt [23] states that, for any C 2 lamination F on a compact manifold, Cat(F ) ≤ dim F + 1.
Proposition 5.1. Let U be a tangentially categorical set, T a complete topological transversal, H a tangential contraction for U and ε > 0. Suppose that Λ is finite in compact sets. Then there exists two open sets V, W covering U and tangential contractions H V , H W of each V and W respectively such that
) is a transverse set (by Lemma 2.5); in fact, for any x ∈ U , there exists an
) is a transversal associated to some foliated chart. Hence, since T is a complete transversal, by using Lemma 2.19, there exists a partition {F, V } of U such that F is closed in U and null transverse, and V is an open set so that there exist a tangential contraction H V : V × R → F satisfying H(V × {1}) ⊂ T . Now, observe that Λ(H(F ×{1}) = 0. Since Λ is externally regular on σ-compact sets (by the finiteness on compact sets), there exists an open neighborhood S of H(F × {1}) in T H such that Λ(S) < ε. Let W = H(−, 1) −1 (S). Clearly, these V and W satisfy the stated conditions. Theorem 5.2. Let (M, F , Λ) be a C 2 foliated compact manifold with a transverse invariant measure that is finite in compact sets. Let T be a complete transversal of
Proof. Since Cat(F ) ≤ dim F + 1, we can use Proposition 5.1 with dim F + 1 tangentially categorical open sets covering M . Then
for all ε > 0.
Corollary 5.3. Let (X, F ) a minimal foliated manifold and let Λ be a transverse invariant measure of F that is regular without atoms. Then Cat(F , Λ) = 0.
Remark 5.4. The same arguments showed here can be used to prove the following more general result. Let N ≥ Cat(F ) and let T be a complete transversal, then Cat(F , Λ) ≤ N · Λ(T ), and this holds without further assumptions in the structure of the lamination (neither compactness nor any differentiable structure is needed).
Remark 5.5. There exist minimal C 1 -diffeomorphisms f α of S such that rot(f α ) = α for α ∈ [0, 2π] \ Q and admitting a standard Borel fundamental domains D α [16] . The suspension of these diffeomorphisms yield minimal flows on the torus. A transverse invariant measure is determined by a usual measure in D α extended to S by f α . In measurable terms, this foliation is isomorphic to a product foliation R × D α . Therefore Cat(R × fα S, Λ) > Λ(D α ) > 0. This is not a contradiction with Corollary 5.3 since the transverse invariant measures induced in S are not regular.
Upper semicontinuity of topological Λ-category
We adapt a result of W. Singhof and E. Vogt [23] , which asserts that the tangential category is an upper semicontinuous map defined on the space of C 2 foliations over a C ∞ closed manifold M . Consider an embedding of M into an Euclidean space R N . Then each C 2 foliation on M can be identified to a C 1 -map M → R 
U be an open set in M , and let F : U × I → M be a tangential homotopy such that F (x, 0) = x for all x ∈ U . Let ε > 0 and let K be a compact subset of U . Then there exists a neighborhood V of F such that, for all G ∈ V, there exists a G-tangential homotopy G : U × I → M with G(x, 0) = x for all x ∈ U and |F − G| < ε in K × I.
In the next proposition, B with the following properties:
is contained in the image of g and B
through the point (0, t). In fact, g is uniquely determined by (i) and (iii), the map defined by ϕ • g :
r+1 parametrization of a foliated chart for G, and
Definition 6.4 (Singhof-Vogt [23] ). Under the conditions of Proposition 6.3, the family { ϕ • g | G ∈ V } is called a simultaneous local parametrization of V in M .
Simultaneous local parametrizations allow to work with foliations near other ones in an easy way. We will use them to prove an important lemma of this section.
Example 6.5. A previous motivation of the upper semicontinuity of the topological Λ-category is given by the Krönecker flows F α on the torus, where α ∈ R is the slope of the flow lines. The topological Λ-category of F α can be easily computed by using Proposition 3.3 if α is rational, and it is zero if α is irrational by Corollary 5.3. We restrict our study to the subspace of these flows,
, which is homeomorphic to R by the mapping F α → α. A transverse invariant measure Λ for all of these flows is the normalized Lebesgue measure on a fixed meridian. The topological Λ-category is given by the mapping m n → 2 |n| , 0 → 2 and r → 0, where m and n are coprime integers and r is irrational. Clearly, this map is upper semicontinuous.
In the same example, we can also allow to vary the measure in a continuous way by taking (F α , f (α) · Λ), where Λ is the normalized Lebesgue measure and f : R → R + a continuous map. The Λ-category function, in this case, is the product of the above map and f , which is upper semicontinuous as well.
Example 6.5 suggests that the Λ-category is an upper semicontinuous function in a certain topological space of foliations with transverse invariant measures. From now on in this section, suppose that the transverse invariant measures are finite on compact sets. Remark 6.6. If S is a complete differentiable transversal of a foliation F , then there exists a neighborhood
Definition 6.7 (Strong topology). Let (F , Λ) be a C 2 foliation of dimension p on a closed manifold M with a transverse invariant measure. Let U be a neighborhood of F in Fol 1 p (M ), T a differentiable complete transversal of F , and ε > 0. Let
where (G, ∆) is a C 2 foliation of dimension p on M with a transverse invariant measure. This kind of sets form a base for a topology in the space of C 2 foliations of dimension p on M with transverse invariant measures finite on compact sets. This topological space is denoted by MeasFol
For locally compact Polish spaces, there exists a weak topology on the set of measures coarser than the norm topology. We use it to give a weaker topology in the above space. It is said that a sequence {Λ n } of measures on a locally compact Polish space P converges in the weak sense to a measure Λ when the sequence P f dΛ n converges to P f dΛ for all continuous function f : P → R. Definition 6.8 (Weak topology). Let (F n , Λ n ) be a sequence of C 2 foliations with transverse invariant measures on a closed manifold M . We say that (F n , Λ n ) converges in the weak sense to (F , Λ) if F n converges to F in Fol 1 p (M ) and, for all complete differentiable transversal T to F and for all continuous function f : T → R, the sequence T f dΛ n converges to T f dΛ. The topological space determined by this condition will be noted by W MeasFol 1 p (M ). Remark 6.9. Since measures are finite on compact sets, they are externally regular on σ-compact sets. It is also true that they are internally regular on open sets; i.e., for all open set V contained in a transversal of F , we have
We prove upper semicontinuity of the topological Λ-category with respect to the weak topology, which implies its upper semicontinuity with respect to the strong topology too.
In Definition 6.10, the sets F f n are σ-compact when f is a continuous map, and therefore they are measurable. Definition 6.11. A local differentiable embedded transversal is a transversal associated to a differentiable foliated chart; equivalently, it is a differentiable embedding i : B n−p (r) → M such that i(B n−p (r)) is contained in a distinguished open set and it is diffeomorphic to an open set of an associated transversal via the projection map. An open set U in a foliated space is called regular when there exist a finite number of local differentiable embedded transversals, T 1 , . . . , T k , contained in U such that T 1 ∪ · · · ∪ T k is a complete transversal of F U . Suppose R 2 with the usual foliation by lines R × { * }, consider the closed set
Remark 6.12.
Let U an open set in M and K ⊂ U a compact set. Then there exists a regular open set V such that K ⊂ V and V ⊂ U . To prove this assertion, it is enough to cover K with a finite number of foliated charts whose closures are contained in U .
Remark 6.13. Let (M, F ) be a C ∞ foliated closed manifold, let U be a regular F -categorical open set and let H be an F -contraction for U . By using Lemma 2.5, there exist transversals T 1 , . . . , T k satisfying the following conditions:
(1) Any leaf of F U meets each T i at most in one point and cuts some of them.
(2) H(T i × {1}) is a local embedded transversal of F . By general position arguments, it is easy to prove that there exists an F -contraction G such that Λ(G(U ×{1})) ≤ Λ(H(U ×{1})) and G(T i ×{1}) is a local differentiable embedded transversal of F for 1 ≤ i ≤ k. Therefore we also suppose that
The following lemma is obvious since H(−, 1) :
Lemma 6.14. Let U be a regular F -categorical open set, let H be an F -contraction for U , let T 1 , . . . , T k be transverals satisfying the previous conditions, and let Λ be a transverse invariant measure. Then
where we consider H(−, 1) : 
for 1 ≤ j ≤ k, and then use Lemma 6.14.
The following lemma has an analogous proof.
Lemma 6.16. Under the same hypothesis, let K be a σ-compact subset of O. Then
, let U be a regular F -categorical open set, let H : U ×I → M be an F -contraction and let W be an open set such that W ⊂ U . Let T 1 , . . . , T k be transversals satisfying the conditions of Remark 6.13, let K be a closed or open set in k i=1 T i , and let ε, δ > 0. Then, for every sequence
Proof. Clearly, (i) is a consequence of Remark 6.6. Observe that (ii) is obtained by using Urysohn's lemma and the regularity of the measure (see Remark 6.9). Finally, (iii) is a direct consequence of Proposition 6.2.
The following assertion is easy to prove. In the following, we use the notation
Lemma 6.18. There exists a collar C i of the boundary of
under the conditions of Proposition 6.1. By taking N larger if necessary, P is F n -categorical for all n ≥ N . Let G F n be an F n -contraction for P .
Proposition 6.19. For N large enough, there exists an open set P ′ ⊂ P such that H(W × {1}) ⊂ P ′ and each leaf of
, there exists some N ∈ N and there exists an F n -contraction J n of W for all n ≥ N such that
Proof. By Remark 6.13, Lemma 6.18 and Propositions 6.19 and 6.17, there exists N ∈ N such that, for all n ≥ N , there is a tangential homotopy H n for F n with H n (W × {1}) ⊂ P ′ , where P ′ is the open set given by Proposition 6.19. Moreover there exists an F n -contraction G n of P ′ for n ≥ N . We also can suppose
for n ≥ N by Remark 6.13-(3). Therefore, by Lemma 6.16, 
By paracompactness and Remark 6.12, we can suppose that each U i is regular. By paracompactness again, there is an open covering {W i } i=1,...,K of M such that W i ⊂ U i . By Lemma 6.20, there exists N ∈ N, and there are F n -contractions H n,i :
Finally, for all n ≥ N , we get
Now, we prove Proposition 6.19 to conclude this section. We restrict to the case where T is a local differentiable embedded transversal contained in a simultaneous local parametrization. This case easily implies the general case.
Let us introduce a metric on Fol 
Obviously, F n converges to F in Fol 1 p (M ) if and only if it converges to F with respect to the foliated metric on any simultaneous local parametrization relative to F . Therefore we can restrict to the simple case where M = R n and F is the standard foliation by parallel planes with dimension p. For this, we take a foliated
Definition 6.25. Let F be the foliation of dimension p on R n defined by planes parallel to the plane x p+1 = · · · = x n = 0. For all ε, δ > 0, let
For a ∈ M , let R a (ε, δ) = a + R 0 (ε, δ).
The following Lemma is easy to prove.
Lemma 6.27. Let f : R p → R n−p be a C 1 map such that f (0) = 0 and the graph of its differential map, df (x), is contained in R 0 (ε, ∞) for all x ∈ R p . Then the graph of f is contained in R 0 (ε, ∞).
Remark 6.28. In our setting, the graph of f represents a leaf near F . Therefore, for (v, w) ∈ B 
Observe that any smooth embedded local transversal is associated to a foliated chart. Therefore, if P is a neighborhood of
and there exists a neighborhood P (S i , ρ i ) ⊂ P of each S i such that each leaf of G P (Si,ρi) meets S i (and therefore meets A i \ C i ) for all G ∈ V. The open set k i=1 P (S i , ρ i ) satisfies the required conditions. The upper semicontinuity can be a tool to get lower bounds for the Λ-category of a C 2 foliation on a closed C ∞ manifold: if (F n , Λ n ) → (F , Λ) with respect to the weak topology, then lim sup Cat(F n , Λ n ) ≤ Cat(F , Λ).
Remark 6.29. Measures satisfying the conditions of the Riesz Representation Theorem are regular. Therefore regularity is not a very restrictive condition on the measures.
Critical points
In this section, we adapt a theorem due to J. Schwartz [22] , which states that the LS category of a separable Hilbert manifold is a lower bound of the number of critical points of any Palais-Smale function. In this section, we work with Hilbert laminations. Thus, the foliated charts are homeomorphisms to H × P , where H is a separable Hilbert space and P is a Polish space. The ambient space of the foliation is a Polish space, and therefore we can work with countable foliated atlases. We hope that the work of this section will be useful to study laminated versions of variational problems where the classical Lusternik-Schnirelmann category was applied [3, 4, 15, 17] . Our result is a direct corollary of a similar adaptation for usual tangential category [19] .
Moreover we consider C 2 Hilbert laminations; i.e., the change of foliated coordinates are leafwise C 2 whose tangential derivatives of order ≤ 2 are continuous on the ambient space. Also, any lamination is assumed to have a locally finite atlas such that each plaque of every chart meets at most one plaque of any other chart. We consider a leafwise Riemannian metric so that its tangential derivatives of order ≤ 2 are continuous on the ambient space; thus each leaf becomes a Riemannian Hilbert manifold. Of course, the holonomy pseudogroup makes sense in this setup, as well as transverse invariant measures. We only consider regular measures.
Here, an open transversal is an embedded space that is locally homeomorphic to a transversal associated to a foliated chart via a projection map.
We consider functions that are C 2 on the leaves whose tangential derivatives of order ≤ 2 are continuous on the ambient space. The functions satisfying the above property are called C r , and they form a linear space denoted by
Hilbert laminations and their C r functions.
Example 7.1 (Construction of a tangential isotopy [21] ). A tangential isotopy can be constructed on a Hilbert manifold by using a C 1 tangent vector field V . There exists a flow φ t (p) such that φ 0 (p) = p, φ t+s (p) = φ t (φ s (p)) and dφ t (p)/dt = V (φ t (p)). From the way of obtaining φ [21, 9] , it follows that the same kind of construction for a C 1 tangent vector field on a measurable Hilbert lamination (X, F) induces a tangential isotopy on (X, F).
Now we obtain a tangential isotopy from the gradient flow of a differentiable map. It will be modified by a control function α in order to have some control on the deformations induced by the corresponding isotopy. Let ∇f be the gradient tangent vector field of f ; i.e., the unique tangent vector field satisfying df (v) = v, ∇f for all v ∈ T F. Take the
is monotone non-decreasing and t 2 α(t) = 2 for t ≥ 2. The flow φ t (p) of V is defined for −∞ < t < ∞ [22] , and it is called the modified gradient flow .
Let us define a partial order relation "≪" for the critical points of f . First, we say that x < y if there exists a regular point p such that x ∈ α(p) and y ∈ ω(p), where α(p) and ω(p) are the α-and ω-limits of p. Thendefine x ≪ y if there exists a finite sequence of critical points, x 1 , . . . , x n , such that x < x 1 < · · · < x n < y. Lemma 7.2. Let T ⊂ X be a transversal meeting each leaf in a discrete set, and let ε > 0. Then there exists a F -categorical open set U containing T such that Cat(U, F , Λ) < Λ(T ) + ε.
Proof. It is easy to see that we can suppose that T is contained in a foliated chart V . Let T V be a transversal associated to V and π : V → T V the canonical projection. Since Λ is regular, there exists an open subset F ⊂ T V containing π(T ) such that Λ(F ) < Λ(π(T )) + ε. Of course, T ⊂ sat V (F ) and sat V (F ) is an open set that contracts tangentially to F . The result follows since Λ(π(T )) ≤ Λ(T ).
We restrict our study to the case where the leafwise critical points are isolated on the leaves or, in the case of the Λ-category, the set of leaves with non leafwise isolated critical points is null transverse. Therefore the set of leafwise critical points is a transverse set. Definition 7.3 (Critical sets). Suppose that f : F → R is a C 2 function such that for each leafwise critical point p, either p is a relative minimum, or there exists another critical point x such that p < x. Define M 0 , M 1 , . . . inductively by
Clearly, M 0 contains all relative minima on the leaves. We also set C 0 (f ) = M 0 and
There is an analogous property for the α-limit. The notation C i will be used if there is no confusion and they will be called the critical sets of f . Let p ≪ p * . Then i p * < i p , where i p and i p * are the indexes such that p ∈ C ip and p * ∈ C i p * . Observe that the critical sets are σ-compact.
The definition of a Palais-Smale condition is needed for this section. For Hilbert laminations, it could be adapted by taking functions that satisfy the Palais-Smale condition on all (or almost all) leaves. But this is very restrictive because it would mean that the set of relative minima meets each leaf in a relatively compact set (which is non-empty when f is bounded from below), and therefore there would exist a complete transversal meeting each leaf at one point. This would be a very restrictive condition on the foliation. Thus, instead, we use the following weaker condition.
Definition 7.4. An ω-Palais-Smale (or simply, ω-PS ) function is a function f ∈ C 2 (F ) such that all of its critical sets are closed (in the ambient topology), for any p ∈ Crit F (f ), the set { x ∈ Crit F (f ) | p ≪ x } is compact, and this set is empty if and only if p is a relative minimum and any flow line of φ has a non-empty ω-limit. An α-Palais-Smale (or simply, α-PS ) function is defined analogously by taking the set { x ∈ Crit F (f ) | x ≪ p }.
Of course, f is ω-PS if and only if −f is α-PS. The set of relative minima of a ω-PS function bounded from below is always non-empty in any leaf. A usual bounded from below Palais-Smale function on a manifold with isolated critical points is clearly an ω-PS function.
Theorem 7.5. [19] Let (X, F ) be a Hilbert lamination endowed with a Riemannian metric on the leaves varying continuously on the ambient space, and let f be an ω-PS function. Suppose that Crit F (f ) meets each leaf in a discrete set. Then Cat(F ) ≤ #{critical sets of f } . In fact there exist a covering by tangentially categorical open sets U i such that each U i contracts to a transverse object that is a transverse neighborhood of the critical set C i (so small as desired). Corollary 7.6. Let (X, F , Λ) be a Hilbert lamination endowed with a Riemannian metric on the leaves varying continuously on the ambient space, and with a (regular) transverse invariant measure. Let f be an ω-PS function. Then Cat(F , Λ) ≤ Λ(Crit F (f )).
Proof of Corollary 7.6. We suppose that leafwise critical points are leafwise isolated. Take U i like in Theorem 7.5 so that Cat(U i , F , Λ) ≤ Λ(C i ) + ε/2 i (by Lemma 7.2).
Question 7.7. We can ask if the same results are also true when the critical sets are not closed. We are greatly convinced that the answer is affirmative, but the proof seems to be much more difficult. A Hilbert lamination can be defined with the suspension of the homomorphism π 1 (Y ) → Diff(S 1 ) given by e n → R n , where the elements e n form the standard base of ∞ n=1 Z and R n : S 1 → S 1 is a rotation of the circle. Thus we have a structure of Hilbert lamination on the suspension X = l 2 (R) × (Rn) S 1 . Of course, the usual Lebesgue measure on S 1 is an invariant measure for this lamination. Since the cuplength of Y is infinite, it is clear that the leafwise cuplength of X is also infinite. Therefore Cat(X) = ∞ (independently of the choice of the rotations R n ).
However, if all the rotations are given by Q-linear independent angles, then Cat(X, Λ) = 0, which can be seen as follows. Let T n = n i=1 S 1 × ∞ i=n+1 {(1, 0)}. We can consider the usual lamination R n × (R1,...,Rn) S 1 embedded in a natural way into X. Let q : l 2 (R) × S 1 → X be the quotient map. Thus an open set in X is a quotient of an open set in l 2 (R) × (Rn) S 1 . Consider in the same way q n : R n × S 1 → R n × (R1,...,Rn) S 1 . We knew that Cat(R n × (R1,...,Rn) S 1 , Λ) = 0. Then let {U Thus, in this Hilbert lamination, the number of critical sets of any ω-PS map is always infinite, but it seems possible to find functions where the measure of the set of critical points is arbitrarily small.
